
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Presents 

Another “Hidden Gem” Fam 

EXPERIENCE PUGLIA, ITALY 
November 3rd to 9th  

7 days/6 nights 

$1690/Agent* 
 

 
This cooking and hiking fam tour combines a great stay in an amazing location in one of the most 
beautiful and often-overlooked regions of Italy. Nicknamed the heel of Italy, Puglia's cuisine has 
been influenced over the centuries by its neighbors - and invaders. The Greeks, the French, the 
Germans, the Arabs – all of them have influenced today’s Apulian cuisine. This genuine land, 
kissed by the Mediterranean sun for over 300 days a year, is scattered with fortified castles and 
whitewashed Trulli, Puglia's distinctive conical shaped dwellings, and carpeted with a silvery sea 
of olive groves. 
 
Puglia also has an incredibly rich natural wonders to offer: the area produces most of the country's 
extra virgin olive oil, full-bodied wines and is famous for its intensely flavored olives, table grapes, 
almonds and figs. Other local specialties include orecchiette, an ear-shaped pasta, seafood risotto, 
fava beans (which are dried and made into a paste) and burrata, a creamy cheese similar to 
mozzarella.  
 
This FAM is suitable for agents who are regular weekend hikers looking for an in-depth 
introduction to a beautiful part of Italy. The tour features a reasonable amount of walking with 
good underfoot conditions following tracks, trails, coastal paths and some sections of maintained 
pathway. Participants will need to carry just a small day-sack during the walking portions to carry 
water and some light provisions. 

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS 
 
Guided walks of Ostuni, Matera, Bari, Polignano and Alberobello Local food delicacies and wine 
and olive oil tasting Private food and wine lunch and dinner A full immersion into local cuisine 
Great hiking paths 
 
 



 

 

 

The Fam Fee Includes: 
Airport (BRI) pickup and drop-off 
Private transportation for all activities indicated in the itinerary 
Local assistance throughout the stay 
6 nights at the Masseria 
3 hands-on cookery lessons 
2 hiking sessions 
Daily breakfasts 
Meals as indicated in the itinerary, beverages included 
Private visit to a traditional winery 
Private visit to a pasta factory 
Cheese factory tour and tasting 
Salami factory tour 
Oil-mill factory visit 

The Fam Fee Does Not Include: 
Cost to reach Puglia (Bari Intl Airport) 
Cancellation insurance (can be quoted separately) 
Alcoholic drinks, personal expenses and tips 
Extras 
Everything not clearly noted above  

Itinerary 

DAY 1: WELCOME TO APULIA – POLIGNANO  
 

Arrival in Bari or Brindisi airport, meet-up with the guide and transfer to the hotel to check in. You 
will then have time to relax and wander around, while enjoying an aperitivo right before your first 
Italian dinner! 
 
HOTEL EXAMPLE : http://www.covodeisaraceni.com/  

DAY 2: VISIT THE ALBEROBELO & BURRATA with MOZARELLA EXPERIENCE  

HOTEL%20EXAMPLE%20:%20http:/www.covodeisaraceni.com/


 

 

 

  
After breakfast you’ll be visiting an ancient oil mill in the Ostuni area and you’ll be told everything 
about the so-called “green gold.” We’ll then head to a cheese factory for a live demonstration of 
mozzarella and burrata making. 
 
After a nice walk into the small alleys of the old town, we’ll have lunch in a typical 
trattoria. Afternoon visit local winery or a wine tasting in the evening back to your hotel free time 
at your leisure. 

DAY 3: MATERA THE SASSI… 9000-YEAR-OLD CITY THE THIRD OLDEST CONTINUALLY 
INHABITED SETTLEMENT IN THE WORLD  

 
In the early morning visit of an unusual pasta factory, then we will make our way toward Matera in 
the Basilicata region, an astonishing UNESCO World Heritage Site. This city has gained 
international fame for its ancient town, the "Sassi di Matera" (meaning "stones of Matera"). The 
Sassi originate from a prehistoric (troglodyte) settlement and are suspected to be some of the first 
human settlements in Italy. 
 
Because of the ancient and primitive scenery in and around the Sassi, it has been used by 
filmmakers as the setting for ancient Jerusalem: a good number of famous biblical period motion 
pictures were filmed in Matera, amongst which Mel Gibson’s blockbuster “The Passion of the 
Christ”.  
 
We will taste the local specialty, the bread which is cooked on a stone a very Roman recipes Lunch 
at your leisure. 
 



 

 

 

DAY 4: BAROQUE PRIVATE TOUR OF CISTERINO  AND APULIA COOKING CLASS 
EXPERIENCE AFTER VISIT LOCAL FARMER FOR OIL TASTING  
 

After your breakfast, we meet your private tour guide and visit Cisternino, a small, utterly 
charming old town centre that has remained virtually intact for centuries. Its whitewashed houses, 
narrow, shady streets, historic churches and elegant central piazza open out onto a series of 
panoramic view points from which visitors can take in the surrounding countryside, with its 
rolling hills, dry stone walls and white-tipped conical trulli roofs piercing the green fields.The 
characteristic historic center is made up of chalky-white homes and buildings, side streets and 
alleyways dotted with geraniums, arches, tiny colonnades, stone friezes and stairways. The village, 
already inhabited in Neolithic times, has seen a succession of Normanic-Swabian, Aragonese and 
Bourbon rule.  
After the visit we will proceed to a local agriturismo for a Apulia farm cooking experience where 
you’ll learn how to cook some of the most typical Italian and Apulian dishes. Here you will 
discover the secrets to make perfect pizza, focaccia and other local specialties like panzerotti, 
calzone and taralli. 
Lunch based on your efforts… buon appettito!!! In the late afternoon return to your hotel and free 
time at your leisure   

DAY 5: FISHING TOUR EXPERIENCE ON BOAT SPED ONE DAY WITH LOCAL FISHER  

 
A journey full of unforgettable emotions, experiencing a whole day in the boat with 
fishermen making and discovering the fishing techniques of all kinds. Learning about fish, fishing 
equipment and weather conditions. The experience is not only fishing, but also learning about the 
culture and appreciation of the territory, reaching all the neighboring coast and the wonders of the 
sea like the caves of Polignano a Mare, the remains of the ancient city "Egnatia" , features houses 
White Savelletri , marine reserve Torre Guaceto and more.  
 
Aperitif offered on board. 



 

 

 

 

DAY 6: BAROQUE PRIVATE TOUR IN MARTINA FRANCA AND CULINARY EXPERIENCE 
CAPOCOLLO AND WINE TASTING  

 
 
After the breakfast, you will meet your private guide and visit the Old Town Of Martina Franca. 
Martina Franca is a fair-sized town (population: 49,000) in the heart of Puglia, southern Italy. It 
has some modern areas, but the town's jewel is its lovely historic centre, a memorable maze of 
winding alleys, where whitewashed simplicity sits side by side with baroque extravagance.  
The town is built on a hill in the green Valle d'Itria, the trulli area of Puglia, so it makes a good day 
trip for exploring the region or a pleasant stop-over on a tour.  
 
Martina Franca is an incredibly photogenic town, so come equipped to take lots of pictures: the 
narrow lanes that are so hard to photograph well in other Italian cities are here illuminated by 
whitewashed walls, pale stone and tiny open spaces.  
 
After the visit you will visit a local farmer for tasting the local "Capocollo of Martina Franca" which 
is a is a cold cut salami, namely a type of capocollo, obtained from meat of pigs that were born in 
big farms situated mainly in the area of the Valle d´Itria. This is followed by a local wine tasting 
the Primitivo and Negroamaro typical local grapes from Apuglia. 
  
To complete such a glorious day, a dinner al fornello. You’ll be served with various cuts of local 
meats in a butchery (yes, a proper butchery!) hosting some quite simple seating. 
A real Pugliese experience! 

DAY 7: ARRIVEDERCI PUGLIA  
After your breakfast meeting your private driver and going to Bari airport. 
 

*Rate Terms and Conditions 
 

• Fam Tour is limited to travel agents with current credentials (IATA, CLIA, ARC, or TRUE) who are 
interested in booking future group or individual travelers with the tour provider. Tour provider will 
make final decision regarding eligibility. 

• Rates are per person, double occupancy.  

• Non-agent companion rate is $1990, and companion must share accommodations with agent.  

• Single occupancy rate available on request. 

• No triple or quad bookings available. 

• See booking forms for full terms and conditions. Rates and itinerary information are subject to 
change. 

• Itinerary is subject to change due to excursion availability and without prior notice. 

• Cancellation Travel Protection available. Request quote when applying to fam. 


